
LCR OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
 

At an inquorate meeting of the LCR Overview and Scrutiny Committee held in 
the Authority Chamber - No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP on Tuesday, 12th April, 
2022 the following Members were 
 

P r e s e n t: 
 

Councillors 
 

Steve Radford 
Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(in the Chair) 
 
 
John Abbott, David Burgess-Joyce, Eddie Dourley, Christine Howard, Patrick Hurley, 
Councillor Trisha Long, Pat Moloney, Kai Taylor, Angela Teeling and Mancyia Uddin.  
 
 
38. INQUORATE MEETING  
 
The Chair, Councillor Steve Radford advised that the meeting was inquorate.  He 
advised that he was supportive of continuing with the meeting as an informal 
discussion and asked the Chief Legal and Monitoring Officer, Jill Coule to advise on 
how the meeting would proceed.   
 
 Jill Coule explained that any decisions or recommendations made by the 
meeting would be on an advisory basis only and would be re-considered at the next 
meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee in the new Municipal Year.  
 
 Councillor John Abbott expressed his disappointed regarding the level of 
attendance by members and felt that there should be some recourse to challenge 
non-attendance.  He praised the work of Democratic Services who did everything 
possible to ensure that meetings would be quorate. 
 
 The Chair, Councillor Radford, concurred with Councillor Abbott’s 
disappointment and asked Jill Coule, Chief Legal and Monitoring Officer to respond. 
 
 Jill Coule advised that this was a problem experienced by all Mayoral 
Combined Authorities due to the high level of quorum. Representations had been 
made on this issue on several occasions, including a recent conversation with 
Government on the issue.   
 
 The Chair, Councillor Radford expressed his gratitude for the support he had 
received in his role and acknowledged that Officers had made tremendous effort to 
ensure that meetings were quorate.  He suggested that members may wish to 
feedback informally to their own Authority on the issue. 
 
 Councillor David Burgess-Joyce thanked the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
for taking the time to attend Committee meetings and he acknowledged the problem 
with the high level of quorum required.  He referred to the selection process for 
membership of the Committee and felt that a formal request should be sent to Local 
Authorities to nominate members who are able to attend and participate in meetings 
of the Committee.  
 



 The Chair, Councillor Radford requested that Jill Coule write to the six Local 
Authority Chief Executives to reiterate the high level of quorum and ask that 
discussions take place with prospective nominees regarding the importance of 
attendance at Committee meetings to ensure that decision making can take place. 
 
 Councillor Pat Moloney asked if it would be beneficial to supply Local 
Authorities with details of member attendance for this past year for inclusion within 
the papers for their Annual Meetings where representatives are appointed to serve 
on this Committee. 
 
 The Chair, Councillor Radford advised that attendance information was 
available to view publicly on the Combined Authority website. 
 
39. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
 
 Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Edna Finneran, James 

Hansen, Adrian Jones, Julie McManus, Tricia O’Brien, Geoff Pearl, Carran Waterfield 

and Sir Ron Watson CBE.  

40. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  
 
 There were no declarations of interest received.  
 
41. MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 20 JANUARY 2022  
 
 The inquorate meeting noted the minutes of the meeting of the Committee 
held on 20 January 2022. 
  
 
42. VERBAL UPDATE FROM METRO MAYOR S ROTHERAM  
 
 The Metro Mayor, Steve Rotheram, acknowledged the discussion regarding 
attendance and quorum and reiterated the importance of the Scrutiny function within 
the Combined Authority. Whilst it was disappointing that the meeting was inquorate, 
the Metro Mayor reaffirmed his commitment to attend to provide the opportunity for 
Committee Members to ask questions on his update. 
 
 The Metro Mayor provided an update on recent activity including:- 
 

 The Combined Authority’s decision regarding bus reform on 4 March 
2022 and how a franchise model could transform bus travel in the City 
Region; 

 The successful bid for City Region Sustainable Transport Settlement; 

 The outcome of the bid for the Bus Service Improvement Plan and 
ongoing discussions with Government to improvement the settlement; 

 The City Region Trade delegation visit to Ireland along with Greater 
Manchester Mayoral Combined Authority to push forward investment in 
key sectors such as low carbon transport, freight logistics, advanced 
manufacturing, and the green Industrial Revolution; 

 The ‘Good Business Festival’ that had taken place a few weeks earlier, 
one of the focuses being the importance of Ethical Investments and 
ethical businesses being attracted to the City Region; 

 The inaugural meeting of the Freeport Board that had taken place the day 
before; and 



 The next round of funding for the ‘Community Environment Fund’ was 
open for applications to enable high impact Community environment 
projects. 

 
 The Metro Mayor concluded his presentation and invited questions/comments 
from members of the Committee. 
 
 Councillor David Burgess-Joyce enquired about the hydrogen plant that had 
been discussed at a previous meeting and requested an update on the current 
situation. In addition, Councillor David Burgess-Joyce noted previous discussion of a 
cashless London-style transport methodology such as the Oyster card and raised 
concerns with how this might affect people who were on low incomes. Councillor 
David Burgess-Joyce raised the bush branch out and asked what fail safes were in 
place given what had been expressed regarding government funding, overrun, and 
overspend, and the system being new technology.  
 
 The Metro Mayor responded that the HyNet project was an exciting 
opportunity for the City Region and formed a part of creating an infrastructure that 
would support the production of green hydrogen. Non-green, or blue, hydrogen would 
be used in the meantime. Hydrogen buses could be used in corridors where there 
was congestion or poor air quality and would reduce emissions in those areas, 
despite the carbon footprint of blue hydrogen being questioned at the current time. 
Part of the solution to this was the metro card. The metro card was not smart 
technology enabled and so a tap in tap out system was not applicable, and there had 
been some concerns raised by service users who bought tickets online, and so focus 
was being given to eradicating all the of complexities around the ticketing system. A 
cap would be introduced to the metro card. At the current time a separate charge 
would be made for using the stagecoach, rail and ferry. If these journeys were made 
several times a day this would become very expensive in London, however an 
algorithm calculates the cheapest way in which you could have made the journeys 
and provides an end cap, and this was the intention for the metro card. The LCR 
Combined Authority were considering a cap on bus fares and on the overall system. 
Work on this was ongoing but it was hoped that the launch of a ‘tap in tap out’ system 
could be announced shortly. The other new functions would require back-office 
software called AdWords.  One of the issues that the Combined Authority would have 
to contend with was non-cash handling, and challenges such as this would be 
addressed in a full business case.  There were also contingencies to consider, one of 
which being the Government’s bus franchise proposals.  The Metro Mayor Steve 
Rotheram advised that he was in discussions with Government on this matter, who 
had expressed that they wished to see a commitment to Green Bus corridors. The 
removal of some bus routes had damaged the Combined Authority’s reputation, and 
the Metro Mayor was focused on demonstrating commitment.  
 
 Councillor Christine Howard asked what support had been given to the P&O 
Ferries staff that were laid off and whether the Fair Employment Charter could be 
used to tackle such behaviour.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that the Government appeared to 
have accepted that the firings were illegal. The Prime Minister, Chancellor and 
Secretary of State had stated this based upon the advice of the Attorney General and 
so action should be taken through the legal processes on that basis. Metro Mayor 
Steve Rotheram confirmed that he had visited the picket line and spoken to lots of 
people who were genuinely concerned about the way in which the workforce was 
being treated. There was an option for former employees to go through a tribunal 
resulting in being awarded a limited amount of money and getting their jobs back, but 



this would not make progress on the issues at hand such as fire and rehire. The 
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram described a need to ensure that everybody who did 
come to the City Region, or who wanted to locate into the Freeport, would abide by 
the spirit of the frameworks that have come through the Combined Authority. This 
would include using local supply chains, using local labour wherever possible, 
employing people from underrepresented groups, taking on apprentices, not using 
zero hours contracts, and recognising trade unions. These were the standards 
expected from ethical employers who located into the City Region.   
 
 Councillor Christine Howard asked if there was any leverage that could be 
used to insist upon these standards, or were these recommendations left to the free 
will of the person or organisation.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that, with regards to P&O, the 
Combined Authority did not have a purview over alleged national or international 
breaches of law. However, if a company relocated into the City Region, who believed 
that fire and rehire was a viable way in which to circumvent the law, the Combined 
Authority would work to ensure that funding conditions could as far as possible mean 
that companies would not be discouraged and /or prevented from moving into the 
curtilage of the Freeport area.  
 
 Councillor Angela Teeling raised the Good Business Festival and the joint 
trade mission to Ireland with the Greater Manchester Metro Mayor Andy Burnham 
regarding manufacturing.  It was expressed that there were numerous warehouses 
being built to house products, but the contents of the warehouses were manufactured 
elsewhere. Councillor Angela Teeling asked if there were any manufacturing 
companies who would be moving into the City Region and creating jobs. Councillor 
Angela Teeling spoke on the brokering undertaken at Ellesmere Port to keep the Fox 
Hole plant open but highlighted that there was a decline in manufacturing nationally. 
Councillor Angela Teeling expressed concern that there would be an increase in jobs 
in the service industry such as cafes but no increase in industrial or manual work 
available for those with skills in that area.  
 
 Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram replied that where there was a need for a 
strategic review of an area, a spatial plan could be devised to consider what is 
needed where and what other facilities could cluster around. This was the same for 
the Freeports. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that he had been in 
discussions with representatives of the Ford Jaguar Land Rover plant, and there was 
potential for them to bring in assembled items that were not subject to tariff, an 
example of the attraction provided by the Freeport that aided in opening markets. 
The Ford Transmission plant had won the e-transmissions contract over stiff 
competition from Germany, and the unions were praised by Governments for their 
work. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram explained that he had worked with the Rt 
Hon Kwasi Kwarteng MP and that massive support was provided by Councillor 
Graham Morgan, the Chief Executive of Knowsley, and the Knowsley Chamber of 
Commerce. Everybody was invested in working to retain existing jobs at the Ford 
Transmission plant and to create lots of new opportunities.  Although advanced 
manufacturing did not create as many individual jobs, it was very important to the 
economy. The Combined Authority had invested in the Manufacturing Technology 
Centre, which works with companies to make them less wasteful, more productive, 
help them to make greater margins on their products, and sometimes to predict faults 
before they happen. The Combined Authority had also invested in other facilities 
such as the Spine building which was starting to be considered a cluster for 
advanced manufacturing and the Life Sciences. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
noted that competition from around the world meant than the return of steel 



manufacturing was unlikely. The Combined Authority therefore had to be realistic 
about what its niche area could be, and advanced manufacturing could provide a 
decent number of high paid high value jobs.   
 
 Councillor Kai Taylor welcomed feedback on the positive outcomes of the 
trade mission to Ireland and expressed his respect for President Michael Higgins. 
Councillor Kai Taylor returned to the issue of bus reform and drew attention to the 
advanced progress that had been made in Greater Manchester Combined Authority.  
It was noted that Greater Manchester’s Metro Mayor Andy Burnham had received 
significant backlash from bus operators such as Stagecoach that resulted in Court 
proceedings. The Court found in Greater Manchester Combined Authority’s favour 
which set a positive precedent.  Councillor Kai Taylor asked if Metro Mayor Steve 
Rotheram had undertaken any initial discussions with bus operators, and whether 
they had been cooperative or were there anticipated delays that could affect the 
Combined Authority’s timelines.   
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram agreed that President Michael Higgins was 
a great person and brilliant academic and scholar who had been active in pushing 
politics in the UK and Ireland towards regionalisation. President Michael Higgins 
wrote his first paper on regionalisation in 1968 and was an advocate for its benefits.  
On bus franchising, the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram confirmed that it was 
Stagecoach and Diamond that took Greater Manchester Combined Authority to 
judicial review and the court found in favour of the Authority on all counts. However, it 
was important to remember that Greater Manchester Combined Authority had been 
five years ahead of the Combined Authority on this issue, and now including delays 
arising from court action they were a year ahead. The Combined Authority had 
therefore been able to see the hurdles that Greater Manchester Combined Authority 
had overcome, which had saved the Combined Authority the potential expenses of 
legal actions and created a smoother journey. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
advised that he had received letters from Stagecoach and Arriva, the two largest bus 
operating companies in the City Region, stating that they would not take the 
Combined Authority through judicial review. This had provided some confidence and 
hope that money would not be wasted on legal action that could go towards 
subsidising bus routes and fares. Companies were realising that changes to busses 
were going to happen, and that they would have to go through the Combined 
Authority to negotiate contracts.  This had appeared to lead to a change in behaviour 
and bus companies being keen to work with the Combined Authority. The Metro 
Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that he would be visiting two areas that had bus 
franchises on a similar scale to those that would be required at the Combined 
Authority. The Combined Authority were working with a company that was very 
proactive in setting up depots with the infrastructure required for hydrogen and 
electric energy. The hydrogen buses would be operative before the end of the year, 
going through Liverpool, Knowsley and into St. Helens, which was great progress. 
 
 Councillor John Abbott stated that whatever progress was made on bus 
franchising it would be an improvement and should be a cause for celebration. 
Councillor  Abbott  highlighted that the United Kingdom was comprised of five 
countries  - England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, but that 
Government decision making continued to focus on London.  The Combined 
Authority and Greater Manchester Combined Authority areas combined were the 
equivalent in size and scope to a small European country in size and scope, and so 
partnership working was a positive way forward. Councillor Abbott put forward those 
visits to the Boroughs by the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram to disseminate these 
good news stories would provide inspiration.  
 



 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that he had visited St Helens at 
the weekend and the Wirral the previous week and welcomed invitations to visit the 
Boroughs. Noting that most of the day’s discussion had focused on transport, the 
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram raised the issues of skills, housing and carbon zero 
targets as other areas in which progress had been made. Regarding environmental 
issues Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram spoke on the housing retrofitting work that was 
ongoing as an example of the innovation being generated at the Combined Authority.  
The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram described a proactive approach. Speaking on his 
experience as an MP the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram agreed that Parliament could 
become focused on the M25 corridor, partly influenced by the number of those 
working in parliament who lived within this corridor.  It was therefore important to 
think of the City Region as an international city and insist upon the same standards 
that exist in London. There was so much latent potential in the Liverpool City Region, 
with it being the fastest growing city region in the country and levelling up the country 
would ultimately increase revenues to the treasury.  
 
 Councillor Eddie Dourley returned discussion to the matter of P&O Ferries 
and stated that the Prime Minister and other senior Members’ condemnation of the 
fire and rehire issue as illegal was hypocritical, as the government had made it easier 
for companies to undertake such actions and could legislate against such practices if 
they were so minded. Councillor Eddie Dourley expressed concern for the former 
employees who had worked for P&O Ferries for years and were fired at very short 
notice. Councillor Eddie Dourley also raised the subject of business start-ups and his 
experience with such businesses in Widnes and Runcorn. It was explained that new 
businesses tended to run into difficulties at around 6 to 12 months of operation, but if 
they were able to move beyond this point, they would often survive and reach the 
point at which they could grow and expand. However, the cost of business rates and 
commercial rent could hamper such growth and result in a business being unable to 
relocate into larger premises. Focus needed to be given to addressing issues with 
business rates and commercial rents in order to help businesses flourish.  Councillor 
Eddie Dourley welcomed the positive news shared at the meeting and undertook to 
feed this back to his authority.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram agreed that the LCR Combined Authority 
was unable to legislate against bad business practices but could be vocal and set an 
ethos to welcome and attract ethical companies. There were many ways to support 
businesses and a piece of work was being undertaken to analyse the outcomes of 
decisions made in 2020 regarding Covid and the Additional Restrictions Grant.  It 
was expected that the work would indicate that, as difficult a decision as it had been 
to go into the highest tier and come out in December, this may have contributed to 
City Region businesses bouncing back quicker than elsewhere in the Country. 
Businesses were reporting that the first phase had been survival, but they were now 
moving into the next phase of growth. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram described 
the impetus to get to the growth phase as quickly as possible. There was a record 
number of vacancies at the current time, but people were not being matched to these 
opportunities as they are lacking the correct skills. There was £2 billion in unused 
apprenticeship levy due to the pandemic and a request had been made to the 
Treasury to release some of that money in funding to create ways of matching people 
with jobs. This would take some people off benefits and allow people to move into 
higher paid work, which would result in more money for the exchequer. Metro Mayor 
Steve Rotheram advised that it appeared that the Department for Education was 
proving a stumbling block in this request.   
 
 Councillor Pat Moloney drew attention to the matter of insulation and its 
increasing importance in view of the cost-of-living crisis, the huge increase in energy 



prices and climate change, but voiced concern that no proper research was being 
undertaken as to the best technology.  Councillor Pat Moloney asked if there would 
be benefit in commissioning a university to undertake research into which forms of 
insulation were most appropriate for the specific types of housing found in the City 
Region such as Edwardian terraces and semi-detached twin wall houses. With 
regard to transport Councillor Pat Moloney enquired about green bus corridors, and 
whether these would be established across the City Region, incorporating  all the 
existing bus lanes and establishing new ones. In addition, Councillor Pat Moloney 
sought confirmation as to the green status of the corridor, such as whether the 
corridors would also allow for cycles, electric taxis and other electric vehicles.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised with regard to insulation that the 
Housing Retrofit Programme was tackling such issues. While insulation helped to 
preserve some of the energy that went into heating a home, a holistic approach was 
used to help the households in areas of greatest deprivation, who pay more due to 
lost heat but also pay increased energy costs due to metered billing arrangements.  
A pilot programme was currently running, and the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram met 
a homeowner who advised that he was saving £25 a week. In October 2021 the 
government reduced Universal Credit by approximately £20 per week, and so the 
saving made through the Housing Retrofit pilot had more than accounted for the 
difference. This would significantly help those who were least able to afford to heat 
their homes. Transport was accountable for one third of carbon emissions. Housing 
retrofit would also take a large amount of carbon emissions out of the atmosphere.  
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram sought clarification on the exact figure from officers but 
advised that Government had allocated an additional £15M on top of £24M and this 
was put into the pilot programme. The project allowed for assessing the best 
solutions for an individual home. Other interventions included installation of heat 
pumps and solar panels.  There were 730,000 properties in the City Region and 
around 80% of them required some form of remediation which could cost around 
£10,000 per property. This was a huge cost, and so targeting was undertaken to 
identify the houses which are most pollutant and the people who are least able to 
afford energy price increases. With regard to Green bus corridors Metro Mayor Steve 
Rotheram advised that these were termed corridors as opposed to routes as there 
were far more possibilities. An example was provided of a company called Red Ninja 
who developed a software programme to allow ambulances to get to their 
destinations faster by changing the sequence of red traffic lights by modelling the 
lighting in real time. This was being considered as a partial solution to the bus 
corridor issue. There were issues to consider, such as busy junctions and this would 
require actual spend of infrastructure capital. There were 9 corridors being 
considered, working alongside Liverpool CC, Knowsley BC and St Helens BC. The 
Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that a separate 660 kilometres of cycling 
infrastructure was being developed as part of the city centre connectivity strategy by 
Chris Boardman to look at pinch points and the LCR whip. The Metro Mayor Steve 
Rotheram suggested that Simon O’Brien could be invited to a future meeting to 
provide more information on this. 
 
 Jill Coule, Chief Legal Officer, provided clarification on figures as requested 
by the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram and advised that the Housing Retrofit delivery 
programmes had £10.5M for one of the tranches and £28M for the sustainable 
warmth element.  
 
 Councillor Trish Long thanked the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram for his 
positive report and noted the frustration around funding issues for the bus plans, in 
particular the concern that subsidised fairs could be affected. Councillor Trish Long 
asked whether there were plans to address this in a different way if required, as 



affordable transport was key to employability. Councillor Trish Long also asked how 
employability for people with disabilities was being centred in this work, especially in 
view of the recent task and finish group on improving these outcomes. Reassurance 
was sought that the plans for buses included plans to improve bus transportation for 
people with a range of disabilities and ensure that their needs were met.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram replied that there had been issues in which 
someone with a pushchair had been asked to leave a bus in order to accommodate 
someone with a wheelchair. The new buses removed this issue by including two 
dedicated spaces, and the designs for these would be presented to Committee when 
finalised. The buses would also include audio visual signs, were fully accessible and 
were designed in consultation with people with physical and learning disabilities and 
neurodivergent people. The buses were similar to coaches, having WIFI reach out 
points and support for wireless headphones. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram 
advised that punitive measures to create modal shift had not been used as the 
system was not yet at the right quality to attract people on as an alternative. Once the 
public transport system was high quality then measures such as congestion charges 
could be implemented. It was unknown as yet what the Combined Authority would 
receive in terms of government settlement which prevented decisions on funding and 
could also be affected by changes in political make up following local elections. The 
combination of an affordable transport system with smart technology would allow 
people to use different modes of transport and create a shift in the way that the public 
transport system was viewed.  
 
 Councillor Patrick Hurley welcomed the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram’s 
positive relationship with central government and noted that the Rt Hon Michael 
Gove MP had become the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local 
Government of the United Kingdom. There had since been a reorganisation of the 
Department for Local Government. A sub-committee had been established and had 
launched a 300-page white paper on regional and local government with a task force 
that met weekly. The government was due to appoint regional directors of the 
department to provide a door into government for local regions.  
 
 Councillor Patrick Hurley asked how these changes would affect the Metro 
Mayor Steve Rotheram’s relationship with government.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram replied that his position in relation to 
government had evolved. Previously there had been an aim to attack the opposition 
at every opportunity but, whilst this was not a government of the Metro Mayor’s 
choosing, the reality was that this government wrote the cheques and that resistance 
to working with this government would not help improve the lives of people in the City 
Region.  
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram described how he worked with the 
government of the day whilst demonstrating how things could be done differently or 
improved and stated the importance of recognising and encouraging government 
decisions that were beneficial to the City Region.  
 
 The Convention of the North had taken place in Liverpool on 8 February 2022 
and the Rt Hon Michael Gove MP was the keynote speaker. The Metro Mayor Steve 
Rotheram hosted the event and spoke to Rt Hon Michael Gove MP who expressed 
an interest in spending a day in the City Region and seeing the work that was being 
undertaken. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram wished to invite more government 
ministers and representatives to see the work going with an aim to change people's 
attitudes. The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram spoke on the year in which Liverpool 



was the European City of Culture, and some people had held back on visiting due to 
negative stereotypes and misperceptions. But when people came, they were taken 
aback and mesmerised by the city’s offer. When the Rt Hon Michael Gove MP visits 
the City Region the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram advised that he intends to 
accompany him to two locations in Knowsley. Kirby Town centre had been chosen as 
one of the locations due to its being ideal for demonstrating how the town centre had 
been saved from decline through investment by the LCR Combined Authority and 
Knowsley Borough Council developing the offer. Kirby town centre was such a 
success story that the Times newspaper had reported its having been identified as 
the fastest growing part of the country. 
 
 The Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram noted that Huyton had been listed as one 
of the top ten areas prioritised for levelling up but would receive no allocated funding 
as part of the levelling up agenda. By contrast the Rt Hon Sajid Javid MP’s 
constituency of Bromsgrove had been allocated £147 per person. If £147 were to be 
allocated per capita in Knowsley this would create a huge opportunity to transform 
the area. The Combined Authority had provided funding of £12M to the Shakespeare 
North project in Prescott which had revitalised the whole area and created an 
independent district reminiscent of Lock Lane in Liverpool. The Rt Hon Nadine 
Dorries MP had expressed an interest in visiting the area.  Work was ongoing to put 
forward a business case to government for areas such as Huyton.  
 
 The Chair thanked the Metro Mayor Steve Rotheram for extending the 
courtesy of attending and for providing a candid and positive update to the 
Committee.  The Chair welcomed the politics of constructive engagement with the 
Government of the day as being far more beneficial.  
 
43. APPRENTICESHIP TASK AND FINISH GROUP - FINAL REPORT  
 
 The inquorate meeting considered the report of the Statutory Scrutiny Officer 
which set out the report of the Apprenticeship Task and Finish Group for 
consideration and endorsement ahead of submission to the Combined Authority. 
 
 As the meeting was inquorate, the Committee were informed that the report 
and recommendations of the Task and Finish Group would need to be considered at 
a future quorate meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee before it could be 
formally endorsed and submitted to the Combined Authority for consideration. 
 
 Rob Tabb, Policy Lead for Employment and Skills provided an overview of the 
short review undertaken in April 2021, at a time when there was a great deal of 
uncertainty as Covid restrictions were easing and economic circumstances looked 
unclear. At that time the country had been coming out of the second and third 
lockdowns and there were real concerns about unemployment, redundancy and 
effects on the labour market. Prior to that pandemic there were approximately 12,000 
vacancies in the city region, but in the current week there were around 18-19,000. 
Significant growth in apprenticeships was being created and the challenge was now 
to find quality applicants to fill vacancies. 
 
 The Task and Finish group had provided focus to communications, promotion 
and publicity.  There were still many employers, residents, parents and young people 
who did not understand or appreciate the benefits of an apprenticeship. This 
highlighted the need to communicate what an apprenticeship looks like today and the 
range of apprenticeships that were available. In 2021 there had been 100 Paediatric 
Nurse Degree Apprenticeships receiving hundreds of applications, and the Ford 
transmission plant was in the process of creating Degree level Apprenticeships. 



There was a lot of high quality, sustainable apprenticeship opportunities available 
and these needed to be communicated to the right people at the right time.  
 
 There was now a requirement for schools to open up to allow colleges, 
training providers and other organisations to promote apprenticeships but there was 
still work to do to reach teachers and others working around schools. Focus also 
needed to be given to workers aged 50 or over, as it had been noted that half of the 
apprenticeship vacancies created were filled by workers aged 25 and over.  
Consideration needed to be given to how to reach those people, especially those 
who were considering retraining following changes to the labour market over the last 
12 months.   
 
 There had been questions regarding the provision of support to people with 
physical disabilities, learning difficulties and young people with special educational 
needs, and it was noted that there was an increase in supported apprenticeships 
coming through. This was something the Task and Finish group suggested should 
receive an increase in promotion. There had been some additional European funding 
to promote apprenticeship which had helped to fund apprenticeships, graduation 
events and outreach teams that visit schools, however this funding would come to 
end later in 2022. The Committee may wish to give this area more focus as further 
investment was being sought going forward.  
 
 The second major area was around data and monitoring. There was a lot of 
granular detail about age, level, and type of apprenticeship created, and all at the 
quality of support expected by Ofsted. However, the Task and Finish group asked if 
more could be done to communicate the range of apprenticeships. An example was 
provided of Wales which have a government website that lists all of the 
apprenticeship standards. The ‘Be More’ website had this information for the City 
Region. It had been estimated that over 70 or 80% of people who completed an 
apprenticeship then moved into a job very quickly, and so these were not just being 
viewed as a paid training programmes and employers did see these as an 
investment.  
 
 The Task and Finish group expressed concern about what happens with care 
leavers. Given the corporate parenting responsibility that local authorities had 
towards looked after children there was already work going on to provide support and 
there was good practice emerging such as ringfencing apprenticeships for care 
leavers. This would guarantee an interview but not a job.  
 
 Rob Tabb advised that the recommendations of the Task and Finish group 
were set out in section three of the report and included areas which the Committee 
may decide required additional focus.  
 
 Councillor Angela Teeling welcomed the focus on promotion and spoke to 
personal experience with school leaving aged people who did not grasp what an 
apprenticeship was, and who had read negative information which presented 
apprenticeships as cheap labour or a tick box exercise. With regards to 
communications and promotion, Councillor Teeling raised the launch of the Skills 
Bootcamps and how these had not been promoted in the most inclusive way. 
Councillor Teeling also sought clarification on the ringfencing of apprenticeship 
interviews for care leavers and asked if this would be covered in the leavers 
covenant and whether the adoption of the covenant had been discussed.  
 
 Councillor Christine Howard highlighted section 3.10 of the report where it 
stated that members may wish to consider how the impact of measures be collected 



in future activity in terms of measuring whether an endeavour had been successful 
and asked if there were any application forms or processes that apprentices had to 
complete at the start of their apprenticeship where that kind of information could be 
collected. Drawing attention to section 3.11 of the report, in reference to proposed 
action around care leavers, Councillor Howard expressed that the activities sounded 
positive but noted the phrase ‘in due course’ and sought more specific information as 
to the timeline 
 
 Councillor Trish Long welcomed the report and spoke as someone who had 
professional experience of managing a career service in a college. Councillor Trish 
Long expressed appreciation for the focus on good communication, making sure that 
parents, carers and young people understood what an apprenticeship was, and what 
the progression from an apprenticeship could be. Councillor Long stated that early 
information on different opportunities should start in primary school but sought 
confirmation as to range of influence that the LCR Combined Authority had in terms 
of primary schools. But if there were access then a formal careers education starting 
in primary school would capture the children’s enthusiasm and raise their aspirations 
form an early age with concrete information.  
 
 The Chair brought a different experience to the Committee of those who were 
reassessing their careers later in life, having been influenced to take a particular path 
earlier in life by parents.  
 
 Councillor Trish Long expressed concern that the National Career Services 
website was little talked about but was a fantastic website that young people in the 
later years of primary school could start to look at, and which provided impartial 
advice, guidance and information. Introducing children to this resource early would 
also help to prevent them from being pushed into unsuitable careers by family as 
they would have access to information about the diversity of opportunities available. 
 
 Councillor Eddie Dourley agreed with previous comments and specifically at 
reaching children at an early age. Drawing on experience working with young people 
Councillor Dourley advised that there were children leaving school who were 
completely unprepared for the world of employment, including what was required and 
how to find work.  
 
 In response to the issue of poor-quality apprenticeships Rob Tabb advised 
that a young person was able to be paid the National Apprenticeship minimum wage 
which was £4.81 per hour which was below the national minimum wage for the age. 
The Combined Authority aimed to encourage and promote the payment of National 
Minimum wage rather than the National Apprenticeship minimum wage. The quality 
of provision was overseen by Ofsted. There had been reports of employers who 
misuse apprenticeships or do not implement them within the spirit in which they were 
intended, and it was hoped that the Fair Employment Charter would help address this 
by promoting good practice, but the Combined Authority did not have any mechanism 
to intervene. With regard to the promotion of the Skills Boot Camps, Rob Tabb 
acknowledged the current campaign and that some people might find the use of the 
phrase ‘boot camp’ pejorative.  The government was very focused on short courses, 
but some of the training and provision that was available on a short-term basis was 
very good and high quality. Rob Tabb undertook to take this feedback to the team.  
 
 Rob Tabb spoke on the care leavers covenant and advised that the Education 
and Skills Portfolio Board had commissioned officers to undertake research around 
care leaver employment support. 
 



 With regard to Councillor Christine Howard’s question on application forms, 
Rob Tabb advised that challenges arose when an engagement event or activity takes 
place, and the time at which someone might make an application to an 
apprenticeship. As an example, Rob Tabb described how around 1000 young people 
attended the skills show at the Exhibition Centre, and one of the questions asked of 
them was whether they felt more confident that they understood apprenticeships.  
There would be various factors which would determine whether or when one of those 
young people would apply to an apprenticeship.   
 
 In response to the question regarding timescales Rob Tabb advised that it 
was hoped that the work commissioned by the Education and Skills Portfolio Board 
on care leavers would lead to some activities in the summer. In terms of careers, Rob 
Tabb noted that there was an increasing focus in secondary schools from key stage 
3 (11–14-year-olds), and that there were some primary schools including activities 
such as primary engineer or design engineer construction activities. The inclusion of 
such activities depended upon the culture, leadership and focus of a particular 
school. Rob Tabb stated that it was also worth noting that the world of work had 
become quite complicated, with an example being that there were more than 350 
separate job roles within the NHS and this number was increasing all the time. This 
made it harder to communicate all the career pathways that were available. There 
were conversations happening nationally with an education enterprise company 
about how to better support and equip primary schools, and there had been 
proposals wherein teachers might spend a year in industry and so be better able to 
understand what the world looks like. Rob Tabb noted that many local authority 
Councillors were also school governors and suggested that more could be done to 
support and inform these roles. Rob Tabb suggested that the promotion of career 
activities in schools may be an area that the Committee could return to for further 
work. 
 
 The Chair thanked Rob Tabb for explaining the recommendations in a clear 
and precise way and also thanked all the members who served on the Task and 
Finish group for their work.  
 
 

RESOLVED - That: 
 
(i) the report and recommendations of the Task and Finish Group on 

Apprenticeships be considered at a meeting of the Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee in the new Municipal Year; and 

 
(ii) that, following endorsement by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

(which must be quorate), the recommendations be considered at a future 
meeting of the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority. 

 
 

44. OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE SELF-ASSESSMENT  
 
 The inquorate meeting considered the report of the Statutory Scrutiny Officer 
which advised on the proposal to conduct a self-assessment of the function, activities 
and impact of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
 
 Jill Coule, Chief Legal and Monitoring Officer explained that the proposed 
format for self-assessment was a different way of progressing.  In previous years, a 
survey had been conducted with varying degrees of engagement, response and 



feedback and this process was similar to the approach undertaken by the Audit and 
Governance Committee.  
  
 Jill Coule informed the meeting that Appendix One to the report provided 
information on the framework for evaluation mechanism developed by the Centre for 
Public Scrutiny which would be used as part of this process.  It was proposed that a 
draft self-assessment report would be presented to the first available meeting of the 
Committee in July 2022 with a final report in Autumn 2022. 
 
 Councillor Kai Taylor commented that the supplementary agenda was only 
published and circulated to the Committee on Friday evening which didn’t provide 
much time to review the papers.  He asked if papers could be provided as early as 
possible in future. 
 
 Jill Coule apologised for the late circulation which was due to staffing issues. 
 
 RESOLVED – That the inquorate meeting note the proposal to conduct a self-
assessment of the function, activities and impact of the Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee. 
 
 
45. CHAIR'S CLOSING REMARKS  
 
 The Chair, Councillor Steve Radford took the opportunity to thank Officers for 
the support he had received in his role as Chair of the Committee and the support 
provided to Members of the Committee.  He added that he wasn’t expecting to 
become the Chair at the first meeting and had thoroughly enjoyed the role.   
 
 
 
Minutes 38 to 45 received as a correct record on the 13 day of July 2022. 
 
 

 
 
 

Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
 
 
 

(The meeting closed at 3.44 pm) 
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